A

NOT-FOR-PROFIT INITIATIVE

Empowering a
New Generation of
Change-Makers
The Mentor Academy is a world-class and freely
available online mentor training course for students. It
was spearheaded by the Vygo team with guidance from
a Global Academic Council.

SIGN UP NOW

Course Breakdown
Incorporating written, video, and interactive content, this
online course will equip you with the knowledge, skills and
sensitivity required to be an exceptional mentor. The
course is flexible and self-paced and participants will earn
the Mentoring Foundations digital badge for their resume.
01. Why are mentors essential?

2 Hours
4 Pillars
All Free

02. How do mentors be most inclusive?
03. How do mentors communicate?
04. What can mentors do to guide others?
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www.thementor.academy
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We’re Committed to a World in Which Every Student
Can Access the Support They Need to Reach Their
Full Potential – Academically, Socially &
Emotionally.
At The Mentor Academy, we know peer mentorship programs based on expertise and equity go
a long way in making this dream a reality. Following this, we wish to equip mentors with the
skills and training required to model effective leadership and foster mutually-beneficial
relationships with those less experienced than themselves.

Why We Created The Mentor Academy?
The Mentor Academy is the not-for-profit brainchild from the founders of the EdTech
startup Vygo. By providing free online training to aspiring student mentors, The Mentor Academy
hopes to boost their confidence, build their resilience and hone their communication and conflict
management skills – helping people overcome intercultural barriers and evolve into impactful
guides, active listeners and indelible support systems.


By providing this training for free to education institutions we hope to inspire and enable
educators to empower more of their students to participate in their support ecosystem.


“

In our rapidly changing world, access to equitable
learning and developmental opportunities have been
more critical. By investing $100k into The Mentor
Academy project over the next three years and working
closely with a team of learned academics, our goal is to
empower 100,000 future change-makers to go out and
empower 100,000 more.

Ben Hallett

CEO & Co-Founder of Vygo

Head to www.thementor.academy for more 

information or to start using the course

